With Column Directory you can view organizational charts and hierarchies in a simple, easy to navigate view within your IdentityIQ application. With the Column Directory you will be able to view an entire organizational structure to a person’s identity with just a few clicks.

IDENTITY+

Is based on IdentityIQ 7.0, the industry’s first open identity and access management platform. This open platform allows authorized partners of SailPoint to create and test bidirectional integrations that extend user-specific context into their security and operational systems. As part of the Identity+ Alliance, once the integrations have been developed and tested by the Identity+ partner, SailPoint investigates the process to verify the add-on solution. This ensures a quality integration to IdentityIQ 7.0. Column Information Security is one of three Alliance Partners in North America developing these add-on solutions as part of Identity+ program.

How it works?

The Column Directory for IdentityIQ was designed for you to simplify identity data viewing. This includes an advanced search feature which allows you to search for identities based on any searchable identity attributes, a new profile picture upload option where, based on user rights, users can upload a picture for only themselves or anyone in the organization, and the ability to quickly view your organization’s hierarchical structure based on managers defined within SailPoint IdentityIQ.

Features

- Data Visualization
- Searchable Directory
- Customizable View
- Photo and Image Upload
- Configurable View Including Accounts, Roles, Entitlements, and Scorecards
- Management of Viewing User Access to Ensure Compliance and Security
Installation

To install the Column Directory for IdentityIQ, you will need to receive the installation archive file from Column Information Security. Installation of the Column Directory plugin is the same as any other plugin. You can use the build installation method or install through IdentityIQ using the Plugin Manager interface. Refer to the Identity Plugin Framework (IPF) documentation for instructions on installing a plugin. If you have already installed the framework, you can visit your instance of IdentityIQ and select ‘Plugins’ under the Gear dropdown menu in the upper right corner.

Configuration

There are several configurable settings which include the identity attributes to display within the Organization Hierarchy. The size of the nodes in the hierarchy, whether or not to show inactive identities, and whether or not to show the risk score in the hierarchy. For the fields in the hierarchy, the Display Name attribute is used automatically and you do not need to add it to the setting. The fields will be displayed in the order that you specify them using commas as delimiters.

Support

If you experience any technical issues that you require our immediate help, please email us at: CIS_Support@columninfosec.com

All rights to the code belong to Column Information Security.